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APPENDIX C 
PUBLIC INFORMATION AND OTHER NOTICES 

 
FIGURE C-1 

NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE PUBLIC ZONES 

 
Fig C-1: Illustrates the public zones serviced by the National Weather Service Office in Phoenix and 
San Diego.  Imperial County, including southeast sections of Riverside County are part of the 
reporting public zone areas from the Phoenix office 
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FIGURE C-2 
IMPERIAL COUNTY WEB POSTING  

OF POTENTIAL ELEVATED PM CONCENTRATIONS APRIL 18, 2018 

Advisory Events 
The information herein is NOT intended for use as a weather forecast. The Air District 
DOES NOT forecast but solely compiles information from both the Phoenix and San 
Diego National Weather Offices to relay information concerning potential changes in 
ambient air concentrations that may impact the public. 
 

April 18 2018 
Be Advised 

High wind levels have the potential to suspend particulate matter into the air. High levels of PM10 may 
pose an impact to public health. It is recommended that active children and adults, and people with 
respiratory disease, such as asthma, limit their outdoor activities. 

Potential increases in PM10 concentrations may increase to moderate or unhealthy level. 
Imperial County Weather Synopsis 

IMPERIAL COUNTY 
Today will be sunny and warmer with high temperatures climbing into the high 80s. Winds will be light in the 
morning be gradually increase through the day as the next weather system moves in. By afternoon winds could 
reach 10-20 mph with gusts up to 30 mph in the southwest portion of the county. Winds will be stronger on 
Thursday. 
 
SYNOPSIS FROM THE SAN DIEGO OFFICE 
Mostly sunny and a little warmer today. Thursday will turn windy and colder with a chance of light showers over 
and west of the mountains as a strong trough moves across California. The biggest concern with this system is 
once again strong gusty winds in the mountains and deserts. Winds will start to pick up this evening as the trough 
approaches, then peak late tonight into Thursday morning as the trough axis moves through. Winds in the deserts 
will become more widespread during this time, though will generally be weaker. Overall it looks like wind gusts 
will mainly be between 45-55 MPH in parts of the mountains and deserts, with isolated gusts around 60 MPH. The 
weekend will be dry and warm with lighter winds and temperatures closer to seasonal averages. 
 
SYNOPSIS FROM THE PHOENIX OFFICE 
A strong, but mostly dry weather system will affect the Desert Southwest Thursday and Friday bringing a return of 
windy conditions and an elevated to critical fire weather threat. The approaching trough will track southwestward 
today reaching central California tonight. As with the past several weather systems, this one will be mostly dry in 
nature and pose a wind, blowing dust and fire weather threat. Winds will initially strengthen across portions of 
southeast California this evening, remaining gusty at times through tonight. Widespread stronger winds will move 
in starting mid Thursday morning, peaking late Thursday afternoon. Wind gusts Thursday afternoon/early evening 
to 30 mph will be common with the possibility of localized advisory level winds over southern Gila County. The 
gusty winds will most likely create some blowing dust with at least some potential for dense blowing dust in the 
most dust prone areas of Pinal County. 
Weather Story Phoenix Station Weather Story San Diego Station 
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FIGURE C-3 
IMPERIAL COUNTY WEB POSTING  

OF POTENTIAL ELEVATED PM CONCENTRATIONS APRIL 19, 2018 

Advisory Events 
The information herein is NOT intended for use as a weather forecast. The Air District 
DOES NOT forecast but solely compiles information from both the Phoenix and San 
Diego National Weather Offices to relay information concerning potential changes in 
ambient air concentrations that may impact the public. 
 

April 19 2018 
Be Advised 

High wind levels have the potential to suspend particulate matter into the air. High levels of PM10 may pose 
an impact to public health. It is recommended that active children and adults, and people with respiratory 
disease, such as asthma, limit their outdoor activities. 

Potential increases in PM10 concentrations may increase to moderate or unhealthy level. 
Imperial County Weather Synopsis 
IMPERIAL COUNTY 
 
WIND ADVISORY IN EFFECT UNTIL 7 PM PDT THIS EVENING... 
 
The NWS Phoenix office has issued a WIND ADVISORY for portions of Imperial County including the Chuckwalla 
Mountains area, the western and southwestern portion of Imperial County. However, winds will be high over the 
entire county. 
 
West winds will be 20 to 30 mph with gusts up to 40 mph. Areas of blowing dust are expected through the day.  
Tonight west winds will be 20 to 30 mph in the evening decreasing to 10 to 20 mph after midnight. Gusts up to 40 
mph in the evening. There will be areas of blowing dust in the evening.  
 
Temperatures will reach a high between 70 to 75 degrees. Low temperatures will be 48 to 58 degrees.  
 
SYNOPSIS FROM THE SAN DIEGO OFFICE 
 
The NWS San Diego office has issued a HIGH WIND WARNING until 2 AM PDT Friday for the San Diego County 
deserts. Other effected areas include the Coachella Valley-Riverside County Mountains-San Diego County 
Mountains-San Gorgonio Pass near Banning. 
 
A trough of low pressure will generate strong west winds in the mountains and deserts through tonight. Winds are 
increasing across the mountains and deserts this morning. The highest wind gusts recorded so far have been 52 mph 
at Whitewater in the San Gorgonio Pass, and 43 mph at Volcan Mountain. Winds will continue to strengthen through 
mid-morning, especially along the mountain crests and desert mountain slopes.  
 
Areas of strong west winds will continue, strongest this afternoon and evening from the mountain crests through the 
desert slopes and into the deserts. Gusts will generally be around 40-55 mph with isolated gusts to 60 mph. Areas of 
reduced visibility below 3sm in blowing dust and sand are probable in deserts this afternoon and evening.  
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There is also a chance of light precipitation along and west of the mountains through this evening. The compact cold 
front and small band of precipitation is currently making its way into Santa Barbara County. This frontal precipitation 
is forecast to fall apart before even making it to Ventura County. Whatever is left of it will arrive in Orange/San Diego 
County by mid-morning. Recent runs of the high resolution models have backed off on precipitation amounts - not 
that there was a lot to begin with. Some areas along and west of the mountains may pick up a few hundredths of an 
inch, mainly in San Diego County. Aside from the wind and showers, this trough will bring much cooler weather. 
High temps will be anywhere from 10 to 20 degrees below normal today.  
 
The trough will depart tonight, with lighter winds following. Gradual warming takes place through Sunday as weak 
high pressure moves in behind the trough. High temperatures will climb to around 5 to 10 degrees above normal. 
There may be some patchy low clouds and fog along the coast Saturday and Sunday mornings. 
 
SYNOPSIS FROM THE PHOENIX OFFICE 
 
HIGH WINDS AND BLOWING DUST FOR SE CALIFORNIA. RED FLAG CONDITIONS FOR EASTERN ARIZONA. 
 
A strong, but mostly dry weather system will affect the Desert Southwest into Friday bringing a return of windy and 
critical fire conditions across the eastern half of Arizona.  
 
Southwest will continue to increase through this morning with winds becoming gusty initially across southeast 
California and southwest Arizona by mid-morning. Gusty winds will become widespread this afternoon peaking late 
this afternoon with gusts 25 to 35 mph. Winds will likely hit advisory level across Imperial County and southern Gila 
County late this afternoon with gusts peaking at 40 to 45 mph. This should lead to at least some patching blowing 
dust and possibly very localized dense blowing dust this afternoon. The strong winds and existent dry boundary 
layer will also lead to a period of critical fire weather conditions this afternoon and early evening. Red Flag 
conditions are anticipated during this time for the eastern 2/3s of Arizona. 
 
A significant warming trend is expected this weekend into early next week with high temperatures eventually 
returning into the middle to upper 90s over the lower deserts. 
Weather Story Phoenix Station Weather Story San Diego Station 
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FIGURE C-4 
SAN DIEGO NWS OFFICE WEATHER STORY APRIL 18, 2018 

 
Fig C-4:  Illustrates the high winds across the region 
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FIGURE C-5 
SAN DIEGO NWS OFFICE WEATHER STORY APRIL 19, 2018 

 
Fig C-5: Illustrates the high winds forecast for the region 
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FIGURE C-6 
PHOENIX NWS OFFICE WEATHER STORY APRIL 19, 2018 

 
 
Fig C-6: Illustrates the advisories for high winds forecast for the region 
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FIGURE C-7 
SAN DIEGO NWS OFFICE WEATHER STORY APRIL 19, 2018 

 
Fig C-7: Illustrates the extent of the high winds across the region 
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FIGURE C-8 
SAN DIEGO NWS OFFICE WEATHER STORY APRIL 19, 2018 

 
Fig C-8: Illustrates the extent of the high winds and blowing dust in the deserts 
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FIGURE C-9 
SAN DIEGO NWS WEATHER STORY APRIL 19, 2018 

 
Fig C-9: Illustrates the extent of the high wind gusts across the region 
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FIGURE C-10 
AIRQUALITY INDEX 

Air Quality Index 
Levels of Health 

Concern 

Numerical 
Value Meaning 

Good 0 to 50 Air quality is considered satisfactory, and air pollution poses little or no risk. 

Moderate 51 to 100 
Air quality is acceptable; however, for some pollutants there may be a 
moderate health concern for a very small number of people who are 
unusually sensitive to air pollution. 

Unhealthy for Sensitive 
Groups 

101 to 
150 

Members of sensitive groups may experience health effects. The general 
public is not likely to be affected. 

Unhealthy 151 to 
200 

Everyone may begin to experience health effects; members of sensitive 
groups may experience more serious health effects. 

Very Unhealthy 201 to 
300 Health alert: everyone may experience more serious health effects. 

Hazardous 301 to 
500 

Health warnings of emergency conditions. The entire population is more 
likely to be affected. 

Fig C-10:  The Air Quality Index AQI is an index for reporting daily air quality. It tells you how clean 
or polluted your air is, and what associated health effects might be a concern for you. The AQI focuses 
on health affects you may experience within a few hours or days after breathing polluted air. EPA 
calculates the AQI for five major air pollutants regulated by the Clean Air Act: ground-level ozone, 
particle pollution (also known as particulate matter), carbon monoxide, sulfur dioxide, and nitrogen 
dioxide. For each of these pollutants, EPA has established national air quality standards to protect 
public health .Ground-level ozone and airborne particles are the two pollutants that pose the greatest 
threat to human health in this country.  Source: 
https://airnow.gov/index.cfm?action=aqibasics.aqi 

  

https://airnow.gov/index.cfm?action=aqibasics.aqi
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FIGURE C-11 
IMPERIAL COUNTY DAILY WEATHER AND AG BURNING INFORMATION 

 
Fig C-11:  Is a copy of the Imperial County Air Pollution Control District official record of the 
conditions as they existed for a determination of a "No Burn" day on April 19, 2018 
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FIGURE C-12 
IMPERIAL COUNTY AFFIDAVIT OF 30 DAY PUBLIC NOTICE 

Fig C-12: Is a copy of the Imperial County Air Pollution Control District official record (affidavit) 
affirming the publication of the notice of availability of the Exceptional Events Demonstration for 
April 19, 2018.  The date for closing comments was October 20, 2019 
 

FIGURE C-13 
IMPERIAL COUNTY COMMENTS REGARDING THE APRIL 19, 2018 EE 

DEMONSTRATION 
 

Awaiting Final Comment Period 
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